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"Judge throws out most of case alleging counterfeit 

ballots in Fulton"

The court only substituted Fulton County government organization 

Defendants with individual members of the Fulton County Board of 

Registration and Elections while retaining every single count of 

allegations in the lawsuit against each individual Defendant

"A judge dismissed most of a lawsuit Thursday 

seeking a deep inspection of Fulton County absentee 

ballots from last year’s presidential election"

The court substituted Defendants and refused to hear the attempt 

by the Fulton County Board of Elections to dismiss the lawsuit

"Superior Court Judge Brian Amero’s ruling 

jeopardizes the prospects for the ballot 

inspection to continue, "

The ruling had virtually no impact on the prospects of the ballot 

inspection and may make it easier to get the inspection once each 

individual election board member has repsonded

"An attorney for the Fulton elections board said the 

ruling prevents the possibility for an in-person 

review of absentee ballots using high-powered 

microscopes in the Georgia World Congress 

Center,…"

The ruling does not mention microscopes

“'That litigation is finished,' said Don Samuel, a 

prominent Atlanta attorney hired by the Fulton 

elections board."

The litigation continues perfectly in tact against the new individual 

Defendants

"There’s no lawsuit pending anymore.” The lawsuit is pending as written against the new individual 

Defendants

"Amero dismissed most claims against the county 

elections board, the county clerk and the county 

itself, deciding they couldn’t be sued under 

Georgia’s sovereign immunity laws, which limit 

when plaintiffs can turn to the courts for relief."

All claims that were dismissed against government organizations 

were applied to the new individual Defendants

"But Samuel said when the case is over, the prior 

order to unseal absentee ballots will become moot."

The only remote scenario in which the prior order to unseal the 

ballots would become moot is if a motion to dismiss is entered on 

behalf of each individual defendant and the court upholds the 

motion before discovery restarts 

"What happened: A judge dismissed most of a 

lawsuit seeking an inspection of Fulton County 

absentee ballots"

The court substituted Defendants and refused to hear the attempt 

by the Fulton County Board of Elections to dismiss the lawsuit

"The latest: Little is left of the case, and election 

officials plan to ask for those parts to be thrown out 

as well."

The court only substituted Fulton County government organization 

Defendants with individual members of the Fulton County Board of 

Registration and Elections while retaining every single count of 

allegations in the lawsuit against each individual Defendant

"What’s next: Plaintiffs who believe there was fraud 

will ask the judge to continue with the ballot 

review."

The Plaintiffs seek the inspection to determine whether or not 

there was fraud
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